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ROCKPOL RISING

Unprecedented expansion has begun
for the multi-faceted hospitality group

SING IT LOUD

GETTING GEN Y

Understanding Millenials

Bring your ATM
into the Digital Age
Your customers’ payment needs are changing and we are evolving with them.
Banktech has re-designed the ATM to bring it into the digital age.
Dispensing cash will always be a core ATM service however your patrons are
looking at different payments.
Banktech has added new hardware including a bill validator to accept cash and a
scanner to read QR and barcodes from paper and a mobile phone.

CashConnect ATMPlus
will allow your customers to:
Available NOW

Pay ATM
fees using
your loyalty
points

Pay BPAY
bills using
your loyalty
points

Top up
sportsbetting
accounts

Top up
payment
accounts

Providing more services encourages
foot traffic and earns your venue
additional revenue.

Come and see our full range of products on Stand 318 & 322
at the AGE 2018

If you would like to hear more please contact us on 1800 08 09 10
or speak to your local Banktech representative.
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EDITOR’S RANT
Please excuse the borrowing of a well-worn expression, but we live in
interesting times. Without speculating on the subjective notions of good
or bad, political and economic change has been afoot for some time and
shows no sign of slowing. With this evolution some hospitality concepts
have thrived, and some have fallen by the wayside.
This edition we take a look at some of the agents of change, specifically
some recent research on the demographic known as Generation Y, and
how their traits as consumers are reshaping much of the hospitality world
pitched at youth. No longer can operators rely on time-tested clichés
around discounting and carefree good-times.
We also deliver an in-depth look at the meteoric growth of Rockpool
Group, and the phenomenon of its suite of chain venues spreading across
the hospitality landscape. Owned and influenced by overseas know-how,
with local consideration and analysis, the former Urban Purveyor Group is a
new breed of operator peddling increasingly on-target ideas to demanding
consumers whose wants and preferences are becoming both betterserviced and more considered.
Pubs have always been at the forefront of hospitality innovation, typically
absorbing and benefitting from shifts in consumer trends. The rise of small
bars, as an example, served as inspiration more than a threat for most.
But research (Diageo) notes that times are a changing, and the traditional
rules do no always apply anymore. To rest on one’s laurels is to risk
becoming obsolete.

Is there a topic or challenge in the pub industry you believe worth
exploring? Facing falling beer sales and violence levels, what is the greatest
hurdle for today’s publican?
We would love to hear from those behind the bar, behind the greatest thing
to happen to Australian culture since beer.
Write the editor: clyde@pubtic.com.au (full discretion guaranteed!)
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TRADE FEATURE

Getting GenY
The so-called Millenial generation is widely misunderstood,
and sought, by the hospitality industry. Ongoing research into
this group offers some help for the savvy hotelier.
To put any individual into a generational ‘box’ is a
simplification of that person, akin to saying we are all onesided and easily defined. But there is no doubt that people
growing up in similar political and social climates will adopt
comparable views and behaviours shaped by their shared
surroundings.
Baby boomers was the term applied to the ‘new day’ offspring
of populations emerging from the horrors of World War II,
who went on to become the most powerful ‘generation’ in
history, their adulthood marked by massive development and
technological advancement around the world.
Generation Y, often known as millennials, are loosely
defined as having been born between the mid-80s and early
2000s, and most the progeny of baby boomers. Somewhat
reminiscent of the anti-establishment revolution of the 60s
they often embody a disdain for authority, sparking the
sometimes-used title of echo-boomers.
The majority of Gen Ys are now 18 or older, and an important
economic constituent for industries catering to leisure and
entertainment. But their drives and triggers are decidedly
different from their predecessors, and keying into their
motivations has proven elusive for many businesses.
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UP YET DOWN
The book Millenials Rising: The Next Great Generation
describes Gen Y as “civic-minded” and notes a rejection of
attitudes of the Baby Boomers and Generation X. A 2013
UK poll found them more open-minded to their parents on
controversial topics, such as legalisation of marijuana. Threequarters supported same-sex marriage.
This generation was largely born into an era where
technology was making leaps and bounds, and the internet
and electronics became everyday aspects of their maturing.
Older generations lament that “these kids” seem to be born
with the ability to use any device. They are also on track to
become the most educated generation in history and are less
overtly religious than those before them. They are open to
change, increasingly liberal in their politics, and upbeat about
their future prospects, despite having seen some of the worst
of the GFC, and historically high levels of unemployment in
this group.
Loyalty specialist The Point of Loyalty recently conducted its
sixth annual Love or Money research study on customers and
loyalty programs in Australia, with revealing insights into what
turns Gen Ys on.

TRADE FEATURE
systems. Those targeting Gen Ys can benefit from considered
use of preferences and consumer behaviour, but care should
be taken to seek permission to do so before databases are sent
tailored promotional material.

The biggest find was that over half (55 per cent) expressed
interest in being rewarded by businesses with cryptocurrency,
instead of points, such as programs offered by third parties
that reward shoppers this way for purchases. This is
despite the majority not professing a strong knowledge of
cryptocurrencies. The finding indicates this group’s preference
for incentivisation beyond immediate gain, coupled with their
predilection for technology.

A study by oOh! Media subsidiary Junkee Media found other
insights into the psychology of Millenials in its Truth or
Share project. Results suggested young people are generally
becoming less rebellious, carefree and uninhibited, including
taking fewer drugs than earlier generations. They are
becoming more conservative, ambitious and materialistic,
and overall consider themselves less happy than their older
counterparts, but more enthusiastic about sustainability and
equality. And they expect brands they interact with to feel
likewise. Social media use is on the decline, but daily Facebook
and Instagram use is still 94 and 67 per cent (respectively).
Importantly, Truth or Share also found this audience receptive
to advertising, especially when contextually relevant to them.
Seventy-six per cent go online to learn more about something
they saw advertised.

Global drinks giant Diageo is diligent about understanding its
markets, and has invested considerable time into research on
the preferences of Gen Y. Key findings include:

In summary, the mission to attract Millenials is challenging but
rewarding, with generally less volatile customers consuming
less volume but more premium.

•

Trends seen in the wider population are not necessarily
reflected by this group

•

Alcohol is no longer seen as the central part of the
socialising culture for this generation

Licensed venues should tailor offerings and promotions to
be more experiential, less about discount drinks or habitual
visitation.

•

On-premise, the number of party-time occasions is
declining

•

Price is not the primary decision-making factor, as
demonstrated in:
- Spend is shifting away from beer and wine, to an
RTD (Ready To Drink) repertoire
- Premium spirits are in high growth

•

Mid-strength plays little or no role in this market, and is
declining

The road to pave for Gen Y may be unfamiliar and a step
away from the conventional, but it is one leading to fewer
competitors, and brings its own pot of gold.

A national government survey found abstinence is on the rise
in Gen Y, up 6.7 per cent since 2007.
“We also see a trend towards moderation of alcohol, with
18-24-year-olds driving this change,” offered a spokesperson
for Diageo. “The DrinkWise Australia drinking habits report
showed that the number of 18-24-year-olds sticking to two
standard drink on a day they drink alcohol is now half.”
Gen Ys association with the power of technology bring some
opportunities for hospitality. The Love or Money research
found 50 per cent of people are okay with sharing their
information with a loyalty program when it is used to enhance
their consumer experience, although 23 per cent of the
population see collection of private information as an invasion
of their privacy, no matter how it is used.
This is valuable insight for businesses operating loyalty
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SPORTS

TURN IT UP
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When it comes to enjoying live sport, fans want it loud. That

It is clearly an opportunity for venues looking to attract sports

was the stand-out finding of the latest Sportsyear fan survey,

fans. Plan it right, and optimise the opportunity of live sport by

which was distributed to over 5,000 mad sports fans across

delivering a great service.

Australia last month.

The Sportsyear fan survey, which sampled all of those who

The vast majority of those surveyed say atmosphere is the

ordered a Sportsyear Diary over the past decade, highlighted a

single most important factor when deciding whether to visit a

number of other factors for venues to consider when it comes

venue to watch live sport.

to live sport.

They cite being able to hear the commentary of the match
as the biggest contributor to the atmosphere of a venue,
and their main pet peeve is when the sound is inaudible or
overpowered by music.
As one fan noted, “go to a bar in Toronto when the Maple
Leafs are playing – the atmosphere gets you in the door.
Sometimes I’ll go to a pub in Melbourne for Friday night footy
and you also have to endure the latest Taylor Swift remix.”
These results were no real surprise. What did get our attention
was the overwhelming majority of sports fans that had this
view.
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“

go to a pub in Melbourne
for Friday night footy...
and endure the latest
Taylor Swift remix ”

Fans crave comfortable spaces to sit, and the ability to watch
their favourite teams uninterrupted. The large proportion of
those surveyed said they enjoy a few drinks when visiting a
venue to watch live sport.

SPORTS

Many respondents identified issues with a lack of staff

“Usually areas to sit while viewing are not directly focused

knowledge about what events are on, and which games

on the screen. People mill about, distracting from the game.

should be prioritised.

Purpose laid-out seating would be good especially for bigger

Over half of the fans who completed the survey say they

games,” said one response.

actively monitor a venue’s website and social media channels

Forty-nine per cent of supporters said they choose to attend

to see what sport is being shown before committing to

their local to watch sport, and many added that they rarely

attending. They want venues to have a daily plan of what they

travel far to watch live sport in a venue. The local with plenty

will show and have an understanding of what the big-ticket

of atmosphere and a well-communicated live sport offer is still

games are. The Sportsyear Engine allows venues to plan their

really appealing to sports fans.

daily schedule and promote that to patrons. Our new website
integration allows venues to communicate with customers if a
game will be shown with audio.
Some respondents also suggested catering for supporters
around major events by creating tailor-made spaces to enjoy
it, for a unique experience.

Venues that personalise their live sport offer and create a
great atmosphere for their sports fan demographic – even
championing a particular team, sport or competition – benefit
from association with a higher loyalty that will typically play
out even then the game is over.
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Sing it Loud
The communal sing-along causing a social media frenzy.
Kylie Kennedy reports
Singing has long been regarded for its health benefits: for
improving breathing, helping with mental alertness, and a
way to alleviate stress, thanks to the release of feel-good
endorphins. Singing in a choir helps forge social networks, and
what better place to do this than in a pub?
As the name suggests, Pub Choir is a choir – performed in a
pub. This choir doesn’t sing along to church hymns, but rather
popular mainstream music with well-known melodies.
The amount of people who have embraced Pub Choir is
staggering; in just four months since launch, the numbers
of participants quadrupled, and it continues to grow
phenomenally.

now renovated and transformed for live music, performing
the last Wednesday of every month for a $10 participation fee.
Even at this 800-pax venue eager singers are often turned
away.
Anyone can show up, pay to be involved, and learn a threepart harmony in 90 minutes, led by the energetic Astrid and
musician Waveney Yasso. Every line is learnt by ear, with some
lyrics projected on a screen. Song choice is based on what’s
achievable and well-known. After a couple of run-throughs a
third performance is filmed and posted to Facebook, to 37,822
followers and some 32k Likes.

To celebrate their first birthday in March, some 800 people
packed Brisbane venue The Triffid to sing My Happiness, with
Powderfinger bassist John “JC” Collins strumming on stage.
Pub Choir started modestly enough, with 80 people showing
up at Brisbane’s Bearded Lady in response to a Facebook
invite: ‘No Commitment, No Auditions, No Sheet Music, NO
WORRIES!’ Back then, organisers Astrid Jorgensen and Megan
Bartholomew were chuffed with the turn-out.
Word spread and soon strangers were gathering once a month
at Brisbane’s Loft Bar, then the Elephant Hotel. Pub Choir
recently found a bigger home at The Triffid, a former hangar
Pub Choir & Jacob Reid Morrison
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This strategy has brought worldwide recognition, as their films
go viral. Posts are shared beyond the general community;
their rendition of Throw Your Arms Around Me was re-posted
by the Hunters & Collectors themselves. A clip of Pub Choir
singing The Cranberries’ Zombie in tribute to the late singer
Dolores O’ Riordan has enjoyed over 4.7 million views, with
even the Cranberries sharing it.
The Pub Choir sensation has piqued the attention of media
outlets, who have featured Astrid and her team on national
TV. Astrid is no stranger to the limelight, having led the band
Astrid and the Astronauts as well as directing five other choirs.
With degrees in music and education, Astrid wants to inspire
people to sing, and soon realised the addition of beer was
a helpful motivator. She told ABC, all that is needed is a
“Willingness to have a go at something new. It’s really simple,
everyone can sing, so give it a go.” By hosting it in a pub
people tend to let their inhibitions go, as they can enjoy some
anonymity within a large crowd.
“We should worry less about being perfect singers. Pub Choir
is about the experience of making something with strangers.
It’s about community and it feels amazing to use your free
instrument with others.”
In March, Pub Choir expanded beyond Brisbane, to the
Sunshine Coast, to sing Paul Kelly’s Dumb Things in Solbar,
Maroochydore.
“Astrid approached me towards the end of last year with a
simple outline of what Pub Choir needed,” recalls Solbar’s
Melissa O’Bryan. “Back then it was yet to hit the papers or the
TV, so after a little explanation about the evening we found
out that it was all about people enjoying themselves, enjoying
a community spirit and loving music … perfect fit! With a
pretty similar MO here at Solbar we went ahead and hosted
the first pub choir here.
“We had no idea how crazy it would be. Thursday March 1st,
330 very enthusiastic choir members strolled in and Solbar
and the Sunshine Coast got to experience an amazing and
vibrant atmosphere fuelled with song!”

Pub Choir singing Rocket Man in Toowoomba.

O’Bryan believes the magic of Pub Choir lies in the diverse
demographic.
“It’s not often that happens. Usually, different events appeal to
particular people; this jamboree appeals to everyone. We had
our second Pub Choir in May and sold out; we can’t wait to do
it again!”
A recent trip to the drought-stricken town of Goondiwindi saw
210 people gather to sing Better Be Home Soon by Crowded
House. Goondiwindi local Jennine was in the front row.
“I’ve never seen so many people out in a pub in Goondiwindi
… it was the best night out in our little town. Seeing so many
familiar faces and lots of friends singing along and embracing
Pub Choir was just fantastic. Everyone there was smiling every
moment.”
Lois Phillips is part of Performing Arts Goondiwindi, who
sponsored Pub Choir’s visit. Lois first discovered Pub Choir
after being tagged in their Zombie performance on Facebook.
“I just thought it looked like so much fun, so I got on their
website and emailed Astrid. I basically said how I thought it
was the best idea ever, and then told her what a wonderful
place Goondiwindi was.”
Lois talked up the town, and approached the publican of the
Queensland Hotel to host Pub Choir.
“I was a little worried at first that we wouldn’t have many men,
but the men were just sensational. Everyone had the best
time and those who didn’t attend certainly wished they had!
I do know that if they come back there will definitely be a
bigger crowd. Pub Choir was one of the most fun experiences
I’ve had, and I was so excited that we could bring them to
Goondi.”
Sydney will get their first taste of Pub Choir in a free event at
The Argyle, in the Rocks on 26 and 27 June, and the team will
be touring to Tasmania, Adelaide and Darwin next month. The
good-time vocalists’ catch phrase is:
“Singing is for everybody, and Pub Choir is here to prove it.”

Astrid Jorgensen at The Elephant Hotel
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BEER

CRAFT BEER

in the ‘burbs

The ever-evolving craft beer market is finding its
way into the mainstream line-up of pubs beyond the
hipster-haunted city precincts. Australian Brewery sales
manager and craft beer sentient David Ward reports
David Ward

Pubs and bars in the inner west and CBD are well-known
hotspots for craft beer, but for some time retail chains have
been stocking craft beer in the suburbs, as consumers
continue to get a thirst for more flavour in beer. Operators in
the ‘burbs are following suit; we spoke to three venues leading
the charge.
Nick Porter, licensee at Randwick’s DOG Hotel oversaw the
introduction of a successful craft beer strategy from Surry
Hills’ Keg & Brew Hotel when they purchased it in 2015. With
59 taps pouring craft beer in the large-format pub, getting the
food offering in line with the beer was very important.
“Whether you offer craft beer or not, food quality and price in
any pub is what brings people in and keeps bums on seats.
There are so many good beers to choose from in the market
that you can pair it with items on your menu or run specific
promotions in line with food offerings.”
Managing so many different brewers and rotating, Porter
reflects on what makes a good craft beer supplier.
“I think the best suppliers are the ones who are consistent
in both product quality and service. Responsiveness and
flexibility is also pretty important. There is no doubt that
apart from our customers, suppliers are our most important
stakeholders in the business.”
Brodie Parish, GM of Hillside Hotel in Sydney’s north-west, has
seen the rise of easier drinking and more accessible craft beer
work in his venue, and since opening Fire & Brimstone BBQ,
sales of craft beer paired with food.
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“Sessionable IPAs are moving well for us, at the moment.
On the back of success we have had ranging the Australian
Brewery All Star IPA we are adding Pirate Life’s Throwback IPA
into the mix.
“Craft volumes through our rooftop bar where the
smokehouse has taken over have doubled, with some lines
tripling; overall volume is up 20 per cent. I see the growth
being driven by the newer generations. They aren’t happy to
accept things the way they have always been and are forcing
the big brewers to up their game.”
Opening in 2017, High Street Social helped bring craft beer to
the otherwise bare Penrith, in western Sydney. Venue manager
Aodan Wilkinson has had to bring in a mix of craft beers that
appeal to everyone to keep the beers flowing.
“Our bestselling styles are by far Lagers, Pale ales and Summer
Ales, but we still get in and sell plenty of IPAs, including
doubles and NEIPAs.”
Wilkinson also notes the importance of a strong food offering
to pair with craft beers.
“With our food being predominantly burgers, pairing it with
craft beer is a match made in heaven. There’s nothing better
than sitting down to an amazing burger with a pint of great
beer.”
As the growth of craft beer sees no sign of slowing, and
a rapid proliferation of burgeoning breweries spur a reenergised movement of independent brewers driving
awareness, Australia’s suburbs should expect to see more tasty
beers on tap at locals everywhere.

MAJOR FEATURE

ROCKPOOL RISING
The former Urban Purveyor Group – now known as Rockpool – is gearing
up for an unprecedented expansion in Australian pubs and hospitality.
CEO Thomas Pash spoke with Clyde Mooney on the methodology and
approach, and depth of knowledge facilitating Rockpool’s big splash.
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Toward the end of 2015, American private equity company
Quadrant purchased the entire portfolio of the wellestablished Urban Purveyor Group (UPG) for $200 million.
European-born entrepreneur John Szangolies had begun
the company in 1976, building it to five hospitality brands
with multiple outlets, including four Sake restaurants and 11
Bavarian Bier Cafés.
Quadrant’s plan was for a platform to build a dining and
hospitality group in Australia incorporating multiple concepts
across multiple categories. UPG’s existing collection suited this
approach, with some, particularly the Bavarian and Sake, seen
as highly scalable. UPG would also serve as the base for a slew
of further acquisitions.
“We used that platform to acquire Fratelli, then of course
Rockpool Group, and those amazing brands, to complete
our portfolio of about 15 or 16 brands we believe are kind of
best in category, from premium to fun-casual to fast-casual,”
explains CEO Thomas Pash.
As an established high-end concept, Neil Perry’s Rockpool was
determined a better choice for a name than UPG, and became
the flagship title. The newly branded Rockpool Group’s (RPG)
mission did not change, and has grown to count around
60 venues, with many more on the way. The approach is a
calculated, big investment strategy unprecedented Down
Under.
“So far we’re executing and it seems like we’re hitting our
targets. It’s great to see that we’ve planted some seeds and
they’re already starting to show some success for us.”

TAKING THE MARKET
RPG’s ambitious growth targets are the considered application
of careful planning and experience, both in other markets and
since the UPG acquisition. The brands based in casual dining
are seen as having the greatest growth potential, while the
more premium concepts will be more strategic.
Of the collection, Pash says the Bavarian concept is a great
formula, the very name promising Australians’ beloved notions
of schnitzel and beer. It differs slightly from its portfolio
brother the Munich Brauhaus, which saw a new location in
Brisbane in May, that is more an homage to the boisterous
fun-loving beer halls of the motherland.
The Bavarian’s potential has brought about recent new
instalments in Rouse Hill, in north-western Sydney, then in
Brisbane’s Royal Snack Bar, then Toowoomba, 90 minutes’
outside of Brisbane – the group’s first site not in a capital city.
“The Bavarian is one we’re super excited about. The venue
economics are great, and it’s got great brand awareness.
We’ve got plenty of momentum and we think anywhere
there’s a population of 100-150,000, a decent dining precinct,
cinema precinct or sports complex, we do pretty well in that
environment.
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CEO Thomas Pash

“We’ve identified that we could potentially do 100-120
Bavarians in Australia alone, and potentially scale that into
other markets. We’re going to try to do anywhere from 20-24
new Bavarians a year for the next five years.
“Fratelli is doing well, and we expect we’ll grow that brand.
We’ll grow the El Camino brand, which is one of our top
performers this year; the Tex-Mex and margarita concept has
really resonated well, and doing some amazing numbers.”
Sake – a contemporary sushi restaurant – will see a new
location in Manly in 2018, and another in Parramatta in 2019.
There are hopes for more venues in Parramatta, including
relocation of the current Bavarian, which is being forced to
move due to a huge development at its current site. The
biggest hurdle for the western Sydney capital is finding
suitable locations for the large footprint brands.
“We’re looking in Brisbane to do some more of our premiums.
We’re looking internationally – Hong Kong and Singapore –
to do our first bar and grill, in the Asian market. So those are
more strategic in nature.”

PINNACLE is one of Australia’s leading
building, retail and commercial fit-out and
project management companies, who are
able to deliver small or large-scale projects
throughout Australia and New Zealand.

PINNACLE develops strong, long-lasting
relationships with clients, based on
trust and integrity. Our dedicated team
provide a unique service experience
to clients by delivering projects of
exceptional service, exceptional
workmanship and exceptional value.

www.pinnaclepm.com.au
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WHAT’S IN A NAME
While chains of pubs sporting the same name or banner are
common in overseas markets, this is not the norm in Australia.
Although the approach may concede something in originality,
it enjoys a number of advantages, with each successive venue
becoming easier to open, with less risk and more brand
awareness, and RPG has begun to prove its relevance in the
modern Australian hospitality space.
The Group is paving markets in licensed concepts based in
steak & wine, pizza-pasta, Tex-Mex, and of course German
bier, but each must prove itself worthy.
“We want the brands, even though they’re part of the same
group, to stand on their own. We look at each of the brands
individually, and that customer, and figure out how we can
have one of the best concepts in that category. We look at it
from the entire experience, from the venue, to the team, to the
offer, to the price point.
“The concept is always really hard when you’re starting from
the ground up. You’re creating everything new, you’re going
to the market and trying to prove that there’s a customer for
that. As we scale, we’re scaling a brand that has been proven
out, and they’re making enough return to where they justify
additional investment. The customer has told us ‘we like this
brand, and we’re eating there on a regular basis’.
“They also have a foundation that we’re creating and training
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a team that’s going to be ready for the next venue. We just
kind of dial in the concept, and the viability, and the platform,
and use that to grow. When you do find a brand that resonates
well with customers, and has that brand identity and that
brand stickiness, the more you open, you get better at it. It
gets easier, it’s more profitable, the team’s better on the first
day, and they just build momentum from there.
“We always try to make sure we have the core DNA of the
brand, but we also want to feel like the local family-friendly
pub, so we make sure we incorporate local design elements,
and make sure we work with the local commerce and
legislators, and the local groups and sport teams to become
part of the community. We make sure we’re a good citizen
in that community. It’s a brand, and a chain, but we also try
to make sure we regionalise it, so it does feel like that kind of
local pub as well and you kind of get the best of both worlds.
“That’s beer too, with 40 taps we’ve got room for the local
regionals and crafts and great Australian beers, and then the
Bavarian biers, so we kind of play well to all audiences.”
Like the parent company, Pash emanates from the US,
growing up in Texas. He relocated to Australia with his wife to
head up the venture, and while bringing a depth of experience
and business acumen indicative of a global professional, is
respectful and appreciative of Australian ways.
“Just because it’s worked in the US doesn’t mean it’s going to
work here. But there’s some best-practices when it comes to

MAJOR FEATURE

training and development of the team, and rolling out large
numbers of venues.
“A lot of that stuff I brought from my experience in the US,
or have seen it work in the US, then I kind of incorporate the
local market and bring purpose for the local market to make
sure it works here, having those economies of scale and that
solid foundation for growth that I’ve borrowed from previous
roles in the US and watching the successful great companies
emerge in the US. I was luckily enough to be involved in a
couple of groups that went from like ten units to a couple of
hundred units, so a lot of those best practices we’re using in
this market as well.
“Our CFO Michael Campbell came from the UK and ran an
$800m dining group there. He brings some best practices
from the UK and that massive group that he ran, and I bring
them from the US. And then Neil kind of brings the local
knowledge and best practices from Australia, and we sit at a
table and work out the right formula for this market.”
RPG is not what you would call shy about encouraging
patrons to return. Considerable ongoing investment goes
into adding to the value and experience and giving genuine
reason for loyalty. The ‘keep the glass’ giveaways are popular,
and there is some form of meal-and-a-beer special every
weeknight. And on Sundays kids eat free from the kids’ menu.

KEEPING REVENUE REAL
RPG’s licensed venues are based in the business of making
money first and foremost from food & bev, which are
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typically the more challenging revenue streams. To ensure
the bottom line stays in the black, the company has invested
heavily in infrastructure and cloud-based technology that
guarantee back-of-house systems are coordinating, that time
and attendance rostering is talking to reservations, which
are communicating with procurement, and CRP (Capacity
Requirements Planning), managing labour to beer ordering to
minimising food waste. Most of the software used is off-theshelf, but customised and integrated in ways likely not done
previously in Australia.
“We put in the plumbing and connected them together, and
built dashboards and alerts on top of that, to have all those
systems integrated and talking to each other. What that does
is allow us to really aggressively run our business in kind of a
real-time environment, sometimes even a predictive kind of
environment. We can put in a forecast for a venue into our
system and it basically models what spirits to buy, what beer
to buy and what the team’s roster should look like, then we
track that against the actual sales on a real-time basis. We
make sure we have the team there when it’s peak times, and
they quickly dissipate and clock out when the rush is over.
“These great operational tools support our business, our
managers and our teams, and make sure we manage all our
COGs. In this country there’s very low margin for error, so the
better tools you have to run your business the better we’ll be
and the better we’ll perform.
“We can actually track our customers now, see how many
times they are eating with us and where, which is amazing
because we’re seeing a lot of our customers dine with us 20

MAJOR FEATURE
times a month, between our brands. They’ll go from Rockpool
to Fratelli to El Camino to Bavarian to Spice Temple then back
again. We can track our customers, their preferences, and see
what’s selling and not selling, what they like and what they
don’t.
“Ultimately, it takes a lot of the manual stuff and people out of
the business, allowing them to focus on the customer versus
operations. We probably invested between two and three
million dollars on the technology, and ultimately the customer
wins because our team is more focused on being on the front
line and taking great care of our customers, which is the most
important thing.”

PARTNERS IN BUILD
The concept of most RPG brands is largely pre-determined,
including basic layout, colour schemes and materials and
back of house requirements, but these advantages are
counterbalanced by the pace of the recent and planned
expansion. Continuing to leverage the benefits of experience,
the Group has go-to construction partners that bring
comparable advancements through familiarity. Wielding a
promising future, RPG can demand a premium performance
from commanding national players.

Pinnacle Project Management specialises in f&b and boasts
offices around the country, in every state, with local staff. They
have a team and preferred contractors that have now worked
on several Bavarian builds, and the company manufactures
its own joinery, which has enabled smooth handovers with
minimal defects.
“The Rockpool Group are moving forward at a quick pace,”
offers Pinnacle managing director Steven Kidd. “With this
means our team of staff and contractors need to be aware of
the timeframes and delivery of project works.
“We are very aware of the need to assist the operational team
to access the sites on the day highlighted by Rockpool’s
management. It is imperative all works are complete by this
timeframe. We are also aware of the need to have our project
team on stand-by and onsite for another seven days, as we
are there to assist with any questions that may arise, or any
assistance needed to the op’s team.
“You need to be very nimble with the group, because they
come in on handover with 100 staff and they’re into it, so
you’ve got to be very on-the-ball with timing, and being able
to have the right skillset in your business to be able to get it
done in a very quick timeframe. It’s also understanding the
different levels of council approvals, and building permits,
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liquor licensing, to help the RPG get in as quick as they can.
“Because we control the joinery, it’s all in-house, we’re very
mobile. We can get it done very quickly and we’re in control.
The biggest thing is joinery, with all these fit-outs. We have
several years’ experience with this, and dedicated Pinnacle
delivery trucks transport from factory to site. Our joinery team
meet the delivery and control the unload and location of
joinery, ready for install.
“We have mitigated the risk on the ‘change of states’ and
identified the key health officer and council delegate, to meet
early and identify key areas the particular council / health
zone will be identifying prior to trade. This has been a critical
process for the success of the Bavarian roll-out.
“We communicate with the key stakeholders in each of the
respective projects and ensure design, builder, landlord and
client (RPG) are aligned prior to the commencement of
works.”
Across the new RPG sites, Pinnacle has been working closely
with national design and construction company Unita, which
similarly has offices around Australia, in Sydney, Brisbane and
Melbourne, plus satellite teams in Perth, Canberra, Adelaide,
Darwin and New Zealand, with staff of over 270 people.
Unita works in predominantly f&b environments, particularly
pubs and QSR restaurants, building over 3,000 venues in the

past 13 years of operation. Unita similarly manufactures its
own joinery, as well as stainless steel, catering equipment,
exhaust systems and air-conditioning manufacture and
supply.

ON THE HOUSE
RPG has fostered a reputation for serving up great beer, and
in 2018 will sell about 100,000 hectolitres. Much of this is
painstakingly transported from Europe, and some sourced
from Australian boutiques, but a good portion comes from the
Group’s own operation, Urban Craft Brewing Co (UCB).
At this point UCB makes up around 30 per cent of the beer
volume sold, but Pash sees this becoming as much as 50 per
cent, bolstered by the drive to keep things fresh.
“We kind of listen to the customers, and they tell us what
styles they like and what mains they like. It varies a lot by
season, too, whether it’s cold or hot out, the food you’re
serving. Everything we do is pair beer and food together, so it
depends a lot on the menu as well.
“We like to keep it a nice mix; some European biers, then some
local and regional. We like to do our own styles, and what we’d
like to do now is our styles in more limited batches, seasonals
that are paired with food, and so forth.

The Bavarian Chermside
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“We have a lot of high-repeat customers, so we want to keep
the staples but we also want to have nice rotating taps of
regionals and seasonals, and variants like that. We know very
quickly if something works or it doesn’t, and we flip it out if
it doesn’t work. If it does, we order more of it and stick to it a
little longer.
“Lowenbrau is still our top-selling beer around the group. We
keep those cores on, then sprinkle in some variants. We’re
even bringing sours and things like that.”
The rotating taps make the most of stocking some stronger
biers in winter, and easy-drinking options in warmer months,
influenced by feedback and evolution in the broader market.
Significantly, RPG’s analysis identified when they swung too far
in the direction of craft.
“What we have seen over the last three years is the beer
customer has become a lot more sophisticated, a lot more
knowledgeable. They’re telling us ‘Hey, I’d love to see a sour
beer I tasted at the beer show’, or ‘I love this stuff that’s hoppy
and fruity and I’d love to see some of that’. We do surveys and

talk to our customers, and a lot of it we let them tell us.
“They’ll typically have a nice, drinkable European German bier,
then they’ll have something that’s crafty, then they’ll go back
to German bier. When we went too hard into the craft, people
said ‘There’s just too many fruity, hopped-up beers, and we
actually want a little more of a blend’. People were drinking
less, because of the alcohol content. It’s much heavier. They’re
eating less, they’re drinking less, because the beers are just
much stronger, much heavier. We looked at it and saw they
were not having that second, third stein, and ordering 500s
versus steins. It definitely hurt our sales, for sure.
“I think we have a pretty good blend right now. It’s about
50/50, sometimes 60/40, and that seems to be the sweet spot
right there, for us.
“What we say at the Bavarian is that we like to do the best of
bier, and the best of craft beer. We’re always looking at that,
trying to keep the cores there, but always keep some free,
something rotating on there that’s pretty exciting for the
customers.”

The Bavarian Toowoomba

Footnote: RPG recently got a reality check in the NSW market, finding itself on the Liquor & Gaming Violent Venues list for the
first time. All the incidents arose around its long-standing popular nightspot The Argyle, which was under the same liquor
licence as the Group’s Munich Brauhaus in The Rocks, and the bier hall debuted at Level 1, with 21 recorded incidents. The
situation has brought about separate licences for the two venues, and an overhaul of The Argyle’s security and practices, as it
faces a future under the watchful gaze of L&G inspectors.
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NEWS
BIG-TICKET SALES CONTINUE
First-time owner Tim Ireson
and family have taken hold
of Orange’s Ophir Tavern,
with plans and plenty of
opportunity on a great site in
the growing town.
The Ophir is set on a big
9,171sqm block zoned B6, and
one of just two pubs in the
eastern side of Orange. For a dozen years it has been owned
and worked under management by investors in Sydney-based
EBC Hotel & Leisure Fund, which also holds three pubs in
Tasmania. The company saw the pub through the GFC, and
executed a major redesign around the smoking regulation
changes.

Regulations do vary from state to state, but the NSW
legislation on the responsible service of gaming stipulates that
a hotelier must not:
• Offer or supply (or cause or permit) free or discounted
liquor as an inducement to play
• Offer or supply (or cause or permit) credits to players as
an inducement to play
In late April it emerged that Vision Super – the $9.2bn
superannuation fund of the Municipal Association of Victoria’s
(MAV) 79 Local Councils, with 100,000 members – would
vote on whether to divest the fund’s $150 million holding of
WOW shares, in an extension of its policy of not investing in
companies that deal in weapons and armaments.
A state-wide meeting of the Councils took place, but
shareholders voted down the divestment, while advocating for
stronger regulatory controls by government.

It has been bought for circa $6.2m by Ireson, whose extended
family controls several pubs around NSW.

WOW share value has risen 8.56 per cent since late February.

“Our plans are for a family-friendly hotel, with big plans for
outdoor children’s equipment and beer gardens, and the big
focus is going to be food. We’ve got pretty much a blank slate
at the moment.”

BIG NAMES RAISE BIG TOTALS
FOR CHARITY

Local identity and horseracing enthusiast Bill Hilton sold his
long-run Quakers Inn for $24 million to an as-yet unnamed
buyer.
Hilton built the large-format pub in 1991, with then business
partner Nick Peters, the face of Peters Meats, but later acquired
his share. In 2009 he built it again, following a devasting fire.
It counts a public, lounge and bistro bars, large bistro,
bottleshop, gaming room with 30 EGMs, entertainment
facilities and huge carpark, on a big 6,820sqm site opposite
Quakers Hill train station. Currently #244 on the L&G list of
gaming venues, it has slipped a dozen places in the past year.
The Hilton family looking to “put the reins down”, the sale
price reflects a solid 8.5 per cent return.

ALH UNDER SCRUTINY
The controversy over Australian Leisure & Hospitality’s (ALH)
gaming room practises has continued, but stakeholders voted
with financials over ethical obstacles.
Earlier this year anti-pokies campaigner Andrew Wilkie MP
unveiled allegations that ALH was systematically targeting
big players of its EGMs in an attempt to keep them in the
room and increase revenue. The allegations stemmed from
interviews by Wilkie’s staff with two staff members of ALH
pubs, in mid-2017.
One whistleblower reportedly confirmed staff deliberately
gave free alcohol to gamblers to get them to lose more money
in the machines.
Woolworths (ASX: WOW) has been in damage control since
the news erupted, making a statement citing the group is
“currently reviewing our responsible gambling practises across
the country”.
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The Leukaemia Foundation’s
World’s Greatest Shave
continues as one of the
world’s great charitable
initiatives, this year
counting Arthur Laundy and
grandchildren into the ranks
of the 20,000 Australians
choosing to go bald for 2018.
Money raised goes to the
Leukaemia Foundation’s support for people with blood cancer,
which claims more lives than breast cancer or melanoma.
Every day 35 people are told they have leukaemia, lymphoma,
myeloma or another blood disorder.
To date Arthur has raised $35,000 – eclipsing his original
target of $10,000 – to be the second-highest fundraiser
Australia-wide. Grandson Charlie surpassed his goal of $700,
raising $770, and Darcy has blitzed his initial target of $250, so
far totalling $950.
The 2018 Hotels Have Hearts biennial gala dinner took place
in May, with publicans raising a record-breaking $750,000 in
aid of St Vincent de Paul, bringing the total raised to more
than $4.5 million.
HHH was established in 2001 by a group of generous hoteliers
that wanted to do more to help Sydney’s homeless. The 2016
dinner generated a record-setting $619,000. Monies have
contributed to significant improvements at the St Vincent de
Paul Society’s Matthew Talbot Hostel.
“Hotels Have Hearts is a statement from the NSW hotel
industry that we care, that we are prepared to give, that we
believe in a society where those who can help, do so for those
who are struggling to keep their heads above water,” stated
Kim Maloney OAM, HHH committee chairman.

NEWS
OPEN SEASON
Merivale’s much-anticipated The Collaroy swung open its new
doors in May, bringing some Pavilion magic to the Northern
Beaches, and gratitude from Mr Hemmes.
Public House Group listed the beachside pub mid-2017.
Buoyed by successes at his newly-reopened The Newport,
Merivale CEO Justin Hemmes swooped, buying for $21m.
Established 1920, a partially renovated Surf Rock Hotel found
its way into receivership, before Mitchell Waugh and investors
purchased in 2010 via receivership auction, for $7.5m,
executing a $6m renovation and reopening late 2014 as The
Collaroy. It went on to win Best Redeveloped Hotel at both the
AHA NSW and National Awards for Excellence.
Following the purchase in August
2017, Hemmes immediately
boarded up the pub and dove
into the “couple of changes” he
foretold, reopening last month to
an animated local crowd.
“Surpassed all my expectations,”
Hemmes told PubTIC. “A fabulous
crowd creating such a great vibe.
Thanks for having us in your
neighbourhood, Collaroy.”

Rockpool Group (formerly Urban Purveyor) operate a
collection of 60 venues under 16 different brands. For more
about their amazing expansion, see this month’s major feature
Rockpool Rising.

LIQUOR & GAMING RELEASE
MID-2018 PUBS ‘HIT’ LIST
Liquor & Gaming NSW has released its latest half-yearly
hit-list, of violent venues that have accumulated at least 12
violent incidents over a 12-month period. There were eight
newcomers, bringing the tally to 14 licensed venues.
Three pubs made the Level 1 status, but ivy relinquished its
crown this round, dropping an impressive 13 occurrences to
scrape into the top tier on 19 incidents. Unfortunately, last
list’s second place did not fall as many, with Sydney Junction
Hotel reporting 25 incidents, and the Munich Brau Haus in The
Rocks rounding out the trio with 21.
Pontoon Bar held the highest total late 2017 for the Level
2 venues, but tightened its act to drop from the line-up
altogether this time around.

The Collaroy

***
May also saw the aspirational Rockpool Group unveil no less
than three new venues. The month began with the two-storey
Munich Brauhaus Brisbane, set in the renovated, heritagelisted Allgas Building on Stanley Street Plaza, in South Bank
Parklands.
A street parade kicked off festivities, followed by the traditional
keg-tapping ritual to launch the Oktoberfest-themed party.
Seating 900 pax, plus a big outdoor “bier garten”, the big pub
features communal tables with bench seating, and stages for
bands and performances.
A week later came The Bavarian Rouse Hill at Town Centre
shopping precinct, boasting indoor/outdoor seating for
350 guests. It continues The Bavarian stylings and artwork,
complemented by rustic elements such as stone feature walls
and beer barrel tables. The opening also continued another
tradition of welcoming everyone in for a free feed, giving away
500 free hotdogs.
And for the trifecta, the Bavarian Beerhaüs at Brisbane’s
heritage-listed Royal Snack Bar came online with a weekend
of “carnivalesque escapades” with roving fire twirlers, feathered
showgirls, hula-hoop performers, stilt walkers, magicians,
tarot card readings and a circus-themed photo booth, fronted
by the Beerhaüs’ own ‘Ringmaster’. It offers 40 beers on tap,
including a line-up of local craft brewers.
“We’re heroing beer, both classic Bavarian and cult craft brews,
and partnering them with a playfulness that is quintessential
to the Queensland way of life,” said Rockpool CEO Thomas
Pash.

The list heralds strict conditions and increased monitoring by
the regulator. Liquor & Gaming NSW deputy secretary Paul
Newson notes that alcohol-related non-domestic assaults
have been falling around seven per cent annually, and that
most venues are part of the solution, not the problem.
But the scheme has long been criticised for not taking into
account patron numbers, with ivy’s two million annual patrons
still assessed the same as a rough-and-tumble country boozer.

MASSIVE MERIVALE MONTH
AS SYDNEY NIGHTLIFE
LOOKS TO REVIVAL
Brilliantly timed just days after the City of Sydney revealed its
new advisory panel to address the carnage caused to the city’s
nightlife, Merivale CEO Justin Hemmes is putting up the party
to bring people in, announcing a monster 5-7pm Happy Hour
across 37 Merivale venues.
Bottoms Up Sydney is offering 49 per cent off all drinks,
celebrating ten years since the group began March into
Merivale, encouraging people during the GFC to get out
and have some fun. Since February 2014 Sydney has been
struck by its own financial crises, seeing patronage plummet
due to the lockout restrictions on the CBD and Kings Cross.
Furthermore, major thoroughfare George Street has been in
turmoil constructing a light rail taking years to finalise.
“I truly believe that Sydney is the greatest city in the world;
it is at the heart of everything we do and the reason why we
continue to invest so much in our portfolio of venues,” says
Hemmes.
“This is our small way of saying thank you to Sydney; we want
to celebrate it and give our guests even more of a reason to
get out, socialise and experience everything the city has to
offer.”
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